SECOND FLOOR

- Modern American Art (Before 1950s)
- Modern & Contemporary Art (1950s to Today)
- The Contemporary Project
- Klein Film & Video Gallery – Temporarily Closed
- Paper Vault
- Modern & Contemporary Latin American Art (1920s to Today)

- European Art (ca. 1350–1800)
- Art of The Ancient Americas (1200 BCE to ca.1520) – Temporarily Closed
- Art of The Spanish Americas (ca.1521–1850)
- Ancient Greek & Roman Art (800 BCE–300 CE)
- Art of The American West (19th and 20th Centuries)
ON VIEW

**Paper Vault: Glickman Galleries** (Second Floor)

**Without Limits: Helen Frankenthaler, Abstraction, and the Language of Print**
Sept. 4, 2021 – Feb. 20, 2022

This exhibition is organized by the Blanton Museum of Art.


**Border Vision: Luis Jiménez’s Southwest**

This exhibition is organized by the Blanton Museum of Art.


**The Contemporary Project** (Second Floor)

**Terry Allen: MemWars**
Dec. 18, 2021 – July 10, 2022

This exhibition is organized by the Blanton Museum of Art.